Let K~ ) be the umon of two complete graphs on n vertices which have preosely one vertex in common. Graham and Sloane have shown that K~ ~ is not harmomous for n od:~, /(~,~ is harmonious, and K~62~ is not harmonious. They also conjecture that K~' t,, not h,~rmomous except for n = 4. Here, it Is shown that if K~ 2~ ts harmomous, then n must be a sum of two squares.
lntr~uction
Let G be a finite connected graph with m edges, let Z,, be the integer-,aodu!o m, and let A(x) be a function from the vertex set of G to Z,,. A(x) is viewed as a labelling of the vertices x of G, and it induces an edge labelling by assigning the label V,(xy) = A(x)+A(y) to each edge xy of G (where addition is in Z,,). if G is not a tree, then G is called harmonious if there exists a labelling A(x) such that A(x) and V(xy) are each one-to-one (which means that ~(xy) is biiective). Although we will not be concerned with trees, in this case A(x) is allowed to have exactly one duplicate.
The concept of a harmoniuous graph was introduced by Graham and S!oane [ 1 ] where they deriw, ~ extensive results relating to this concept. Here, wc focus on a particular one of their results. Namely, let K t2) (n >I 3) be ~he graph consisting of two cop~es of K, which have exactly one vertex in common (where Fig. 1 provides an illustration of K~2~). It is shown in [1] that K~ ~ is not harmonious if n is odd; K] 2~ is harmonious (Fig. l) ; and K~ 2) is not harmonious (which was determined by computer). The remaining cases were left unresolved, but Graham and Sloane make the conjecture that K ~f~ is harmonious only when n = 4.
Here, we establish the following result.
Theorem. If Kt, 2~ is harmonious, then n is the sum of two squares.
As a consequence of this theorem we obtain that Kt62~ is not harmonious (without resorting to the computer). In fact, a more general corollary is that if n-6 (mad 8), then K ¢2) is not harmonious. We also note that the set of integers which can be represented as the sum of two squares has density zero. This follows from a result due to Landau [2] which says that the number of positive integers n not exceeding x which can be represented as the sum of two squares is asymptotic to cx/,fi-oog.~ for some positive constant c. From this, we can conclude that K tf~ is not harmonious for almost all n.
lh'oot of the Theorem
I-,-'t K t and K R be two copies of K, which make up K~, 2~ (where I. and R signify Left and Ril;ht) and let v be the single vertex which is common to K L ,~ld K R. A w~'rtex in K j" will be called a left vertex and a vertex in K R will be call, d a ri~.ht vertex (so that v is both a left and a right vertex). Now suppose A(x) is a labelling of K ¢2~ which makes K ~2~ harrat, nious. Then A(x) is an integer mod m = n(n -1) which is the number of edges i, K'2~ Since m is an even modulus, it is meaningful to ~peak of odd and even integers mod m. We note that SL+ /L + SR+ lrR = 2n.
(1) (~ Now, for each edge xy in Kh ~ , the edge label tx(xy) is an integer rood m and so also has a well-defined parity. We obtain the edges with even labels (and there are ~m such edges) by either adding two vertex labels in K t" with the same parity or adding two vertex labels in K R with the same parity. Thus ½SL(St.--1) +½tL(tt --1)+ ~sa(sa--1)4 ½ta(t R-1) = ½n(n -1) (2) since both sides represent the number of edges in K~. 2~ which have an even label.
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From (1) and (2) In a similar way, the edges wi~h odd labels (which again are ½m in number) are obtair.ed by adding vertex labels with opposite parity. Thus,
since the left side of (4) is the number of pairs of adjacent vertices in K ¢2) which have c, pposite parity. From (4), we have 2St3L+2sRtR= n(n-1) and upon subtracting from (3) we obtain
From (5), we see that 2n is a sum of two squares. But it is well known that if 2n is a sum of two squares (say 2n=a2+b2), then n is also a sum of two squares (i.e., n = ½(a + b)2+½(a-b) 2) which is what we wanted to show.
C°nduding remarks
The Graham-Sloane conjecture is that Kt, 2~ is harmonious only if n = 4. In view of the above theorem (and the fact that ~ is not harmonious for odd n), one might als(~ be tempted to conjecture that K~ ~ is harmonious iffn is an even integer which is a sum of two squares. Jt would be interesting to settle the cases n = 8 and n = 10 in order to determine what is more plausible here.
